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We are pleased to submit this statement for the Committee’s December 7, 2021 hearing: Closing
Guantánamo: Ending 20 Years of Injustice. Between us we have spent thousands of hours over
the last 15 years evaluating Guantánamo detainees, reviewing their medical records, and
otherwise engaging with and/or studying Guantánamo’s medical care system. We submit this
statement to provide the Committee with our perspective on the state of medical care at
Guantánamo, the urgent concerns the situation presents, and our recommendations for immediate
steps necessary to alleviate those concerns.1
We recommend closing Guantánamo, which is the only way to fully resolve all of our serious
concerns. Until that happens, it is the United States’ legal and ethical obligation to mitigate them
to the greatest extent possible. Congress created the position of Chief Medical Officer at
Guantánamo in the Fiscal Year 2020 National Defense Authorization Act in order to address
many of these concerns, but in our experience, they remain. If the problems we have identified
are left unaddressed, the United States will remain in breach of its obligations in myriad respects,
including failing to comply with its mission to care for individuals in its custody.
Background
More than eight years ago, General John F. Kelly, then SOUTHCOM Commander, testified
before the House Armed Services Committee to a “major challenge[]” facing the United States at
Guantánamo: “complex issues related to future medical care of detainees.” He explained that
“the medical issues of the aging detainee population are increasing in scope and complexity,”
and that, as with any elderly person, “aging detainees could require specialized treatment for
issues such as heart attack, stroke, kidney failure, or even cancer.” Guantánamo did not have the
“specialists and equipment” necessary for that level of care, he warned.2
Indeed, for years now a variety of detainees’ medical needs – which in many cases arise out of or
are exacerbated by their torture and prolonged indefinite detention – have outstripped
Guantánamo’s medical care capabilities. This limitation, coupled with the current statutory ban
on detainee transfers to the United States, has led to repeated and ongoing violations of the
United States’ legal obligation to provide Guantánamo detainees adequate medical care. To the
extent there was any dispute in the past about the scope of that obligation, Congress resolved it
through the Fiscal Year 2020 National Defense Authorization Act, which requires that detainees
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are provided “evaluation and treatment that is accepted by medical experts and reflected in peerreviewed medical literature as the appropriate medical approach for the relevant condition,
symptoms, illness, and/or disease and that is widely used by health care professionals.”3
Guantánamo’s medical care challenges are going to worsen with time; as the men continue to
age, it should be expected that they will increasingly present with medical needs that cannot be
managed at Guantánamo, such as strokes, severe heart disease, kidney failure, and myriad
significant mental health conditions—including suicidality (which is already an issue for
multiple detainees).
Below we describe the most serious deficiencies that we have long experienced and/or observed
with respect to medical care at Guantánamo. We note that a recent Department of Defense
(DOD) response4 to a congressional oversight letter on this issue5 corroborates several of our
concerns.
Guantánamo lacks the necessary medical-care capabilities to appropriately address the medical
issues that detainees are facing
Guantánamo was designed for short term detention operations and its healthcare infrastructure
was built accordingly. It was never intended, and was not resourced, to provide the type of
sophisticated medical care that is increasingly required. Medical needs detainees have presented
or are now presenting, and that Guantánamo cannot adequately manage – due to lack of
equipment, diagnostic capabilities, and/or expertise – include, but are not limited to:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Any major surgery (spine, cardiothoracic, brain, vascular, cancer surgery (pancreatic,
prostate, etc.))
Any condition that requires the consistent availability of sophisticated diagnostic
capabilities (e.g., MRI, PET scan) and access to emergent procedures – such as cardiac
catheterization and stroke treatment – that become increasingly important when caring
for an aging population
Chronic suicidality and self-harming behaviors
Dementia (especially at risk in a population with head injuries)
Complex post-traumatic stress disorder and similarly significant mental health conditions
Severe heart disease
Traumatic brain injury and postconcussion syndrome
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•

The consequences of torture, which include combinations of psychiatric, neurological,
musculoskeletal, genital, gastrointestinal, and other systems damage

Detainees lack meaningful access (and in many cases have no access at all) to independent
medical experts
DOD has made clear that only those detainees involved in active litigation can access
independent, civilian medical experts (IMEs).6 In practice, only a subset of those detainees has
actually succeeded in doing so. So, while DOD may be accurate in stating that it has permitted
“several hundred” meetings with IMEs, those represent only a handful of detainees.7
With regard to telehealth (i.e., remote access) – if implemented appropriately, the only
reasonable and safe method for off-island medical personnel to visit detainees during the
COVID-19 pandemic – we are not aware of any IME who has been afforded such an
opportunity.
Moreover, as DOD has explained, IME’s “are not retained or appointed to treat detainees; rather,
they assist the defense teams with medical matters related to litigation.”8 In other words, no
detainee gets access to IMEs for the primary and obvious purpose for which they are needed:
medical care. Even in the litigation context, few IMEs meet with detainees outside the presence
of attorneys, most do not have access to medical equipment, and their advice and assistance has
been restricted and subordinated to the authority of the assigned government providers—with
whom IMEs have been precluded from meeting and conferring. The result is that IMEs advice
and counsel has effectively been ignored.
The Defense Department has also stated that detainees have “24/7” access to board certified
medical professionals, but those medical professionals frequently lack the experience, expertise,
or resources to properly evaluate and treat the conditions for which IMEs are required. As
discussed in more detail below, some detainees simply do not trust military-affiliated medical
professionals. In neither case is that the fault of current front-line medical personnel, but it is
reality.
Detainees lack meaningful access to their own medical records
It has not been our experience, nor is it our understanding, that outside the context of litigation
detainees or their counsel have gotten the degree of access to medical records that DOD claims;
far from it. Rather, we are aware of multiple detainees’ counsel who have repeatedly requested
such access and repeatedly been denied.
For detainees who have received medical records in the context of litigation, production has been
partial and often significantly delayed. Moreover, classification markings (or other forms of
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information protection) and redactions are more extensive than “the names or other personally
identifying information of JTF-GTMO personnel.”9
To the extent DOD’s statement that “detainees’ medical records are disclosed to the detainees’
defense counsel through the discovery process” could be read to suggest a more comprehensive
provision of records, it is misleading. No detainee charged in the military commissions or their
counsel has full access to complete medical records. Military commission prosecutors, by
contrast, have virtually unlimited access to charged detainees’ records.
Security-related policies and/or practices at times supersede or constrain medical professionals’
authority and decision-making
More than one detainee has reported that medical providers are explicitly directed not to inquire
about conditions or history of trauma and stress. An Army psychiatrist previously stationed at
Guantánamo has said similarly that mental health professionals there “weren’t allowed” to
discuss with detainees their interrogation experiences, either at Guantánamo or with the CIA.10
Our experience is consistent with that omission, including that the medical records we have
reviewed – some of detainees whose torture is detailed in the Senate Intelligence Committee’s
report on the CIA’s Detention and Interrogation Program – are devoid of trauma histories. This
outrageous practice has led to faulty diagnoses and improper treatment.
With respect to DOD’s statement that military medical professionals exercise “independent
medical judgment,” our experience is that they cannot always do so, even if they wish to. We
have experienced first-hand security-related policies and practices superseding or constraining
medical professionals’ authority over certain decisions that have obvious medical repercussions,
or otherwise overriding what is in detainees’ best medical interests.
Some detainees understandably do not trust military medical professionals
A trusting doctor-patient relationship is essential for meaningful consent to care, for reaching an
accurate diagnosis based on complete information, and for providing effective treatment. It has
been our repeated experience, however, that numerous detainees distrust military-affiliated
medical professionals—a consequence of prior medical complicity in torture.
It is well documented that medical professionals were deeply complicit in torture inflicted as part
of the CIA’s Rendition, Detention and Interrogation Program. Most recently, Majid Khan – a
detainee held for three years at CIA black sites – described being raped with a garden hose by a
CIA medic under the guise of so-called “rectal rehydration.”11 At Guantánamo, at least during
the years when substantial intelligence gathering efforts occurred there, medical personnel from
the detainee hospital supported interrogations, including those employing torture and cruel,
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inhuman, and degrading treatment.12 They conducted medical screenings to determine detainees’
“suitability” for interrogation,13 provided emergency medical support, and sometimes observed
interrogations.14 That legacy will forever burden even the most well-intentioned military medical
professionals at Guantánamo.
The rapid rotation of medical personnel on and off the base, and the challenges it creates for any
real continuity of care, exacerbate this trust deficit.
Recommendations
Guantánamo must be closed. As long as the detention facility remains open, in order to mitigate
the above-described medical care deficiencies, we recommend the following:
•

Identify and immediately begin the process of transferring out of Guantánamo any detainee
who Guantánamo cannot provide evaluation and treatment that is accepted by medical
experts and reflected in peer-reviewed medical literature as the appropriate medical approach
for the relevant condition, symptoms, illness, and/or disease and that is widely used by health
care professionals; or

•

Allow IMEs meaningful and regular access to Guantánamo, including permitting them to
evaluate detainees in an appropriate setting – without the use of restraints and outside the
presence of any other personnel – and to have timely access to all medical records, subject to
detainees’ consent.

•

Declassify any medical records that have already been classified and discontinue classifying
medical records going forward. Limit any redactions in medical records to legitimate
identifiers of government personnel when the government can demonstrate that the
redactions meet the requirements of Executive Order 13526.

•

Upon a detainee’s request, including requests made by counsel with the detainee’s consent,
provide the detainee with timely access to any and all of his own medical records generated
or maintained by DOD and/or the CIA.
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•

Lift the current legislative ban on transferring detainees to the United States, at a minimum
for any detainee for whom Guantánamo cannot provide evaluation and treatment that is
accepted by medical experts and reflected in peer-reviewed medical literature as the
appropriate medical approach for the relevant condition, symptoms, illness, and/or disease
and that is widely used by health care professionals.

Thank you again for the opportunity to submit this statement and for considering our views. We
would be happy to meet with Committee Members to discuss our concerns further. Please
contact Scott Roehm, Washington Director at the Center for Victims of Torture
(sroehm@cvt.org), if the Committee would like to arrange such a meeting.
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